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Message from the Executive Director
To say we understand is one thing; to show it is
another. As we continue to build a unified region and
serve as a catalyst to help individuals reach their full
human potential, we at Northeast Delta Human
Services Authority (NEDHSA) are proud of what we
have accomplished and where we are going next.
Despite the global pandemic, we're still building
momentum as we've always been able to identify
and work to address countless barriers for our
region's citizens.
As you look at our year in review throughout this
newsletter, you will find how we transformed lives
with our evidence-based practices.
Additionally, you will find that we followed our guiding tenets as we navigated the
challenges that stemmed from COVID-19. We continued to ensure those individuals who
need us most had access to our services, and when they got our services, we delivered
them with excellent customer service and quality competent care.
As we're in the new fiscal year, our vision, mission, and guiding tenents remain the
same. We understand that you cannot separate behavioral health from primary health.
We are working to make sure workforce inclusion includes those with intellectual and
physical disabilities. We understand that too many people struggle with health care
access, hesitancy, and various negative social determinants of health.
Because we understand, you will continue to see Northeast Delta Human Services
Authority's innovation, integration, and inspiration in the lives of individuals, families,
communities, and entities in this region.
Best Regards,
Dr. Monteic A. Sizer
Executive Director
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Our Year In Review
Stop The Violence Bike
Ride
June 26th
NEDHSA partnered with Rated E, LLC as
the title sponsor to present the inaugural
"Stop the Violence" bike ride on Saturday,
June 26.
The event welcomed community citizens
of Monroe and featured live music,
vendors, yoga, and special guest
speakers who shared messages of hope,
peace, and more.
"We know violence is not distributed
randomly," Dr. Monteic A. Sizer said,
NEDHSA executive director. "The same
social factors that shape health—including
education, income and wealth, and related
conditions where we live, learn, work and
play—also are strongly linked to violence."

Covered by KNOE 8 News

Community Connections
June 26th
NEDHSA participated in Community Connections.
Our amazing staff provided information about our
award winning integrated, healthcare delivery
approach. We combine behavioral and primary
health care services with our developmental
disabilities and prevention and wellness capabilities.

TikTok Launch
June 26th
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NEDHSA has launched its TikTok and will
be sharing motivational and informational
messages to help transform lives in
NELLA and beyond!
Go follow us @phoenixrisingnela on
TikTok right now! Let others know we are
on as well.

Yoga & Meditation Workshop
June 12th
NEDHSA hosted its Yoga & Meditation
workshop on June 12 to focus on the
benefits of light stretching of the body,
deep breathing, and meditation
techniques.
"We must be able to envision what
excellent health looks like and find ways to
support communities and providers to help
make it a reality."
- Dr. Monteic A. Sizer

Talk, They Hear You
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Community Health and Wellness Expo
June 5th
Sponsoring and participating in the 3rd
Annual Community Health and Wellness
Expo in Monroe helped NEDHSA continue
its efforts to transform lives and help
individuals reach their full potential.
K’Shana Hall-Davis, Coalition Manager,
spoke about underage drinking and
provided tips for parents to help reduce or
prevent underage drinking. The tips are:
1. Show that you disapprove.
2. Show that you care about health,
wellness, and success.
3. Show research and information on
underage drinking.
4. Show that you are paying attention
to them.
5. Have a plan to keep them from
being influenced strategically, such
as role-play.
Also, Brittany Newsome, health and
wellness educator, spoke about
NEDHSA’s integrated care model in
Ouachita and Morehouse parishes.
NEDHSA's clients can see a therapist and
receive primary health care at our clinic.
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Virtual Youth Summit
featuring Dee-1
May 18th
Northeast Delta Human Services Authority
(NEDHSA) brought awareness to
underage drinking, drug use, mental
health, and more among the teenage
population in northeast Louisiana in a twohour Virtual Youth Summit event on
Tuesday, May 18.
The theme for the Youth Summit was “The
Power of YOUth,” which focused on the
impact youth can make in the community
and helped them understand the power
within themselves.
The goal of this event was to raise
awareness of underage drinking and to
help youth recognize the power they have
for positive change.
Dr. Monteic A. Sizer, executive director of
NEDHSA, said this event was the catalyst
for what’s coming.
“We are taking action on the social
determinants of health we know exist in
our communities,” Dr. Sizer said. “Events
like this can help reduce youth truancy,
increase grade performance, and
ultimately graduation rates. And even
more so, create more productive citizens
who have been transformed by what
we’ve started at this type of event.”
Full Youth Summit Video

National Prevention Week-Lunch & Learn
May 12th
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NEDHSA's Opportunity Zone and MADD hosted a LUNCH &
LEARN on Wednesday, May 12 with guest speaker Alisa Politz.

Celebrating Student
Ambassadors
May 3rd
NEDHSA awarded Neville High School
and Franklin Parish High School senior
ambassadors for their hard work and
dedication to Northeast Delta Human
Services Authority Student Ambassador
program for 20-21 school year. These
students exemplified outstanding abilities
in leadership, community and advocacy.
Each student was presented with a
certificate of completion and honors cord
to be worn during the graduation
ceremony.
Neville Student Ambassadors:
Riya Williams
Tyrese McFarland
Jamiya Robinson
Sponsors: Zahkeya Shaw and Laura
Bryant
Franklin Parish Student Ambassadors:
Ja'Lissa Brown
Olivia Adams
Keegan Price
NEDHSA has 3 student ambassador
programs: Neville High School, Franklin
Parish High School and Wossman High
School.
Congratulations to our seniors and we
wish you success on your future
endeavors!

Bayou Life Feature
May 2021 Issue
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Celebrating Earth Day
April 24th
NEDHSA supported its partners and its
integrated behavioral and primary health
care approach during Earth Day 2021.
NEDHSA earned a WellSpot designation
from Well-Ahead Louisiana, a Louisiana
Department of Health initiative.
According to Well-Ahead Louisiana,
"WellSpots are spaces and places in
Louisiana that voluntarily implement
healthy changes in their environment to
help their employees and community live
well."

National Prescription Drug Take Back Day
April 24th
In its commitment and continued efforts to
making northeast Louisiana safe, NEDHSA
hosted National Prescription Drug Take-Back
on Saturday, April 24, in Ouachita and
Morehouse parishes. The agency collected 65
pounds of unused and expired prescription
pills.
"Helping keep our communities safe by
disposing of unwanted, unused, and expired
medications is just one of many ways that
NEDHSA is working to break the cycle of
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addiction and substance use disorder that
plagues our region." - Dr. Monteic A. Sizer

Partners in
Employment Webinar
shows NEDHSA's
workforce
development
April 13th
NEDHSA's vision to build a unified region
where individuals are thriving and
reaching their full human potential has led
it to create Partners In Employment (PIE)
as a developmental disability workforce
initiative.
PIE is an employment-based program to
address the lack of employment
opportunities for persons with
developmental disabilities during and after
graduating from high school. PIE seeks to
combat this structural inequity so that
everyone willing to work can.
PIE supports individuals with
developmental disabilities with job training,
counseling, and placement. Further, it
utilizes a person-centered approach to
help meet individual participant needs,
wants, desires, and goals to ensure
positive programmatic outcomes and
increased participation.

Take Down Tobacco National Day of Action
April 1st
On April 1, 2021, The Tobacco Treatment Team at NEDHSA partnered with
Madison Parish’s Prek-12 and Beyond Next Era Youth Group for the National
TAKE DOWN TOBACCO campaign.
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Madison Parish’s Prek-12 and Beyond Drug-Free Communities Coalition
(DFCC) brings together all community sectors to create a safe, healthy, and
drug-free environment for the youth and families of the surrounding areas.
Next Era is a Louisiana statewide youth group united as agents of change to
promote healthy, tobacco-free lifestyles.

Mobile Health Care Clinic Coming Soon...
March 19
At NEDHSA, we understand that too many people struggle with health care access,
hesitancy, and various negative social determinants of health.
Watch out for our mobile clinic that will extend our integrated health, prevention and
wellness, developmental disabilities, and special initiatives options to our region.
"We are determined to meet people where they are," said Dr. Monteic A. Sizer. "If it
means knocking on client doors, canvassing neighborhoods, and working more
collaboratively with faith, business, primary care, education, housing, and community
leaders, we intend to do it because we promised we would."

Dr. Sizer participates
in LDH webinar series
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NEDHSA executive director, Dr. Monteic
A. Sizer is asked to participate in webinar
series hosted by Louisiana Department of
Health discussing COVID-19 mitigation,
vaccine hesitancy, and access to the
vaccine.

Mardi Gras by Opportunity Zone
February 26th
Mardi Gras looks a little different this year.
Our Prevention and Wellness team
participated in the Mardi Crawl. We are
still finding unique ways to keep our
community educated!

Faith Based Partnerships
NEDHSA
partners with
St. Joseph
MBC of West
Monroe to
discuss
"Transforming
Grief Talk: The
Role of Grief and Loss in Addiction
Recovery". The presentation was
facilitated by Nena Littleberry.
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Dr. Jerry Baldwin of New Living Word
(NLW) Ministries providing outreach
services to residents of Lincoln Parish in
partnership with Northeast Delta Human
Services Authority (NEDHSA) faith-based
initiative.
In addition to food distribution, Dr. Baldwin
and the NLW outreach workers also
provided Hepatitis B and C, HIV/AIDS,
substance abuse and mental health
treatment education and linkage to testing
and treatment services.
These services are part of NEDHSA SAPT
Block Grant Requirement for high-risk
populations.
For more information contact Kara J
Etienne @ 318.362.4617 or at
kara.etienne@la.gov.

Addressing the Opioid Crisis
January 21st
NEDHSA's Opioid Use Disorder
Prevention Manager Kara Etienne spoke
at the "I Am Enough for God" Conference.
Etienne addressed the Opioid Crisis: How
Faith-based Leaders and Organization
Can Help Bring Hope and Healing.

Thanksgiving Turkey Giveaway
November 24th
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The Prevention and Wellness team was at
West Monroe High School, the West
Monroe Community Center and in
Winnsboro, LA for Xavier Woods Day on
Tuesday, November 24, 2020.
They teamed with Northeast New Start
Outreach providing meals for families
during the holidays.
They also provided information to access
agency resources along with Deterra and
other giveaways during the event.

Great American Smokeout
November 19th
Quitting smoking isn’t easy. It takes
time and a plan. You don’t have to
stop smoking in one day. Start with
day one.
About 32.4 million American adults
still smoke cigarettes, and smoking
remains the single largest
preventable cause of death and
illness in the world. Smoking causes
an estimated 480,000 deaths every
year, or about 1 in 5 deaths. More
than 16 million Americans live with a
smoking-related disease.
While the rates of cigarette smoking
have declined over the past several
decades, from 42 percent in 1965 to
13.7 percent in 2019, the gains have
been inconsistent. Some groups
smoke more heavily or at higher rates and suffer disproportionately from smoking-related
cancer and other diseases. These populations tend to be those who experience
inequities in multiple areas of their lives, including those at lower socioeconomic levels,
those without college degrees, American Indians/Alaska natives, African American/Black
communities, LGBTQ communities, those in the military, those with behavioral health
conditions and others.
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 o matter your age or how long you’ve been smoking, quitting improves health both
N
immediately and over the long term. Giving up smoking is a journey, and it can be hard,
but you can increase your chances of success with a good plan and support. Getting
help through counseling and medications doubles or even triples your chances of
quitting successfully.

For More Information

Veteran's Expo
November 14th
NEDHSA attended the Delta Veterans
Expo and Celebration in West Monroe.
Providing greater access to services is
one of NEDHSA's three tenets that
guide its actions.
NEDHSA understands how veterans
proudly served and sacrificed for the
United States, and now it’s time to be
there for them. They deserve nothing
less than the best to serve their diverse
needs.
"We are not just here for veterans, but
all the citizens throughout the 12
parishes of northeast Louisiana,
providing services and treatment to
people diagnosed with major mental
illnesses, developmental disabilities,
and addictive disorders regardless of
any ability to pay." - Dr. Monteic A.
Sizer

Special Population Initiatives
November 12th
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We want everyone to know about the initiatives we provide for special populations,
including Operation Golden Years, Phoenix Clinic, Partnership in Employment and Faith
Partnership Initiative.

Madison on the Crawl
November 7th
NEDHSA's Prevention and Wellness
Department participated in the Madison on
the CRAWL even in Tallulah.

Emotional Wellness Series
November 2020 - December 2020
Most people desire to be happy, content and overall, emotionally well. However, there
will be times in your home, work, and personal lives that you face difficult and
challenging issues.
In these times, we encourage you to start to manage your emotions positively to restore
your emotional wellness.
Below is the series of videos we created on how to manage your emotional wellness.
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Red Ribbon Week
October 24th - 31st
Red Ribbon Week is the largest drugabuse prevention campaign in the nation.
It is devoted to the well-being of children
since 1985.
A lot can change in three decades. The
challenges youth face today are not the
same as when we began our work, but our
mission has never changed; support our
nation’s families and communities in
nurturing the full potential of healthy, drug
free youth.

Prevention & Wellness reaches out at Family Fit Fest
October 17th
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NEDHSA's Prevention and Wellness team
participated in the Family Fit Fest in
October at the West Monroe Community
Center.

National Prescription
Drug Take Back Day
October 24th
The National Prescription Drug Take Back
Day addressed a crucial public safety and
public health issue. According to the 2018
National Survey on Drug Use and
Health, 9.9 million Americans misused
controlled prescription drugs. The study
shows that a majority of abused
prescription drugs were obtained from
family and friends, often from the home
medicine cabinet.
The Drug Enforcement Agency's Take
Back Day events provide an opportunity
for Americans to prevent drug addiction
and overdose deaths.

Dropboxes
*available 24 hours a day 7 days a week

East Carroll Parish Sheriff Office
400 First Street, Lake Providence
318-559-2800
Grambling Police Department
2045 W. MLK, Jr. Ave, Grambling
318-247-3771
Monroe Police Department
700 Wood St, Monroe
318-329-2600
Tallulah Police Department
500 East Green St, Tallulah
318-574-3230
Tensas Parish Sherriff Office
212 Hancock St, St. Joseph
318-766-3961
ULM Police Department - Filhiol Hall
3811 DeSiard St, Monroe
318-342-5350

Opportunities for All Webinar Series
October 22nd - December 10th
Northeast Delta Human Services Authority provides programs and services so that
Northeast Louisiana has opportunities for all.
These webinars were hosted by staff from Developmental Disabilities, Prevention and
Wellness, and Behavioral and Primary Health Analytics.
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They addressed how we provide all opportunities, which unifies and thrives the people,
region and state.

Developmental Disabilities
Jennifer Purvis
Thursday, October 22, 2020
10:00 a.m. CST

Health and Wellness
Brittney Seay-Newsome
Thursday, November 5, 2020
10:00 a.m. CST

School and Community Prevention
Dr. Avius Carroll, LaTonya Owens and
Tammy Washington
Thursday, November 19, 2020
10:00 a.m. CST

Data 2020
Dr. Jeanie McGee
Thursday, December 10, 2020
10:00 a.m. CST

2020 Louisiana State Combined Charitable
Campaign (LA SCCC)
October 1 - December 1, 2020
Staff participated in the 2020 Louisiana
State Combined Charitable Campaign (LA
SCCC) by donating small fee to charities
of their choice in order to participate in
Sports’ Team Day, School Spirit Day,
Superhero Day and Hat Day.
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Economic Impact Report
A 2020 study by the University of Louisiana
Monroe revealed that NEDHSA has an
economic contribution totaling over $21.2
million for a single-year and could contribute
over $191.9 million in 10 years to Northeast
Louisiana.
The study analyzed NEDHSA’s contributions
to local, regional and statewide economies
through its expenditures on personnel wages,
network of partnerships, sponsored programs
and services, and clinical operations, all of which benefit Northeast Louisiana through
direct, indirect and induced impacts. This study estimated that there would be a highly
significant reduction in the level of economic activity in Northeast Louisiana in the
absence of NEDHSA.
“The tangible economic value we bring to our region is significant, and we are proud to
be part of this region’s economic engine,” said Dr. Monteic A. Sizer, executive director of
NEDHSA. “The intangible services we provide for our clients in mental health,
developmental disabilities, preventions and addictive disorders are the cornerstone of
what we do – help people live their best lives.”

Economic Impact of Northeast Delta Human Services Authority

182
full-time equivalent jobs

$336,000+
local sales tax single year revenue

$533,000+
state sales and income tax single year revenue

$7.8+ million
sales and income tax revenue 10-year present value

$21.2 million
single year economic impacts
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household income and regional value-added

$191.9 million
10-year present value economic impacts
household income and regional value-added
Press Release | Full Report

Buddy Bench Installation Promotes Unity
September 17th
NEDHSA installed Buddy Benches
throughout northeast Louisiana.
The Buddy Bench was organized by a
kid for kids. The benches are being
used throughout the school districts to
aid in promoting social interactions.
Many students dread going to recess or
having opportunities to socialize for
various reasons, such as being
withdrawn, bullied, not knowing how to
make friends, and simply having a bad
day. The Buddy Benches encourage
students to connect with their peers.
 his initiative was a collaborative effort
T
by the NEDHSA Opportunity Zone,
NEDHSA Wossman High School
Student Ambassadors, and the Al's
Pals program.

COVID-19 Social Health
Impact Assessment
Results Webinar
August 20th
NEDHSA conducted a social health impact
assessment with current, active agency clients,
and citizens of this region. This effort was to
determine how the COVID-19 pandemic
affects our agency clients in a variety of
behavioral and social health ways.
"We understand many people in our region are
experiencing significant mental, physical,
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spiritual, and financial difficulties due to this
disease. Knowing the full extent and nuisances
of the problems our clients are facing helps us
better meet their needs." - Dr. Monteic A. Sizer

Phoenix Fitness Week
August 1 - August 9
NEDHSA reminded the region that being
active is still important because it isn’t just
for physical wellness; it also helps
mentally.
On August 1-9, NEDHSA celebrated
Phoenix Week when it encouraged the
community to run, walk, bike ride, or do
any activity that helps physically and
mentally—creating healthy individuals and
healthy communities.

Partnering to Serve
Military Veterans
July 24th
Seeing the quality of life needs of military
veterans living in Northeast Louisiana,
NEDHSA and Louisiana Delta Community
College (LDCC) have partnered to provide
an array of behavioral health and
educational services for them.
“Providing greater access to services is
one of our three tenets that guide our
actions,” said Dr. Monteic A. Sizer,
executive director of NEDHSA. “This
LDCC collaboration shows the importance
we place on serving veterans, and it
demonstrates our efforts to improve the
lives of all across our region.”

Employee Recognition
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24/7 Crisis Hotline for Mental Health & Addictive Disorders
800-256-2522
Developmental Disabilities Waiver Service Help Line
800-660-0488
Northeast Delta Human Services Authority does not discriminate based upon age,
disability, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, race, creed, color, religion, political
beliefs, veteran status, national origin, ability to pay, or any other non-merit factor.
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